
Wolf Floor Cleaning System
High Performance Surface Cleaning In An Easy To Use System

With a massive cleaning path built into a simple package, nothing compares to the Wolf Floor 
Cleaning System.
Bingham Industries understands the need for high performance in a simple design. Our UHP rated floor 
cleaner removes the need for system air to rotate the swivel and still delivers up to 5,000 RPM rotational 
speeds over an 18” cleaning path inside a 22” housing. With full vacuum capability, the Wolf Floor 
Cleaning System is a suitable choice for a variety of applications including concrete finishing, fireproofing, 
non-skid, automotive grate cleaning and much more.

18” Cleaning Path & No Air 
Our fully adjustable spray bar lets you set the angle and 
aggression needed for your project. By adjusting the bar 
angle, you can control the rotational speed needed for 
your project and coating

Ultra performance in a simple package Simplicity 
and performance are the name of the game and 
Bingham Industries gets it right with the Wolf Floor 
Cleaning System. Using water propulsion, this 
system features an 18” cleaning path at speeds up to 
4500 RPM. For use from 10K to 55K, no other tool in 
the world is as versatile or easy to use

Technical Specifications
Pressure Ratings       10,000 to 55,000 PSI (3035 Bar)
Flow Rating                 Up to 13 GPM (50LPM)
Required Air                No Air Required
Fluid Inlet                    9/16 HP Female - Adapters Available
Weight                         68 Lbs.



The perfect blend of simplicity and performance
The Wolf Floor Cleaning System provides a high performance, high yield cleaning system in a simple, 
straight forward package. Using water rotation, this system cleans at rates that meet or exceed other floor 
cleaning systems without the hassles of advanced air motor systems.

Features

Floating Seal Design 
To ensure complete water capture, 
the Wolf Floor Cleaning system 
employs an active seal that adjusts 
to irregularities in the surface being 
cleaned, maintaining a complete 
seal at all times. This is especially 
effective on projects where 
complete water containment is a 
priority

Rugged Crash Frame 
The Wolf Flooring System is built 
around a rugged crash frame and 
housing system designed to 
withstand the abuse of the hardest 
surfaces, including non-skid, 
concrete and tile grout. The caster 
system allows for easy 
maneuverability in the tightest 
working spaces

Ease of Use 
Designed to be fully plug-and-play, 
the Wolf Flooring System features 
3” cam-lock vacuum attachments 
and a high-fl ow swivel in a 
minimalist design to make set-up, 
operation and repairs simple and 
straight forward. No flooring tool is 
easier to use than the Wolf 
Flooring System.


